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The Holden Commodore is a medium to large sedan sold by Holden since 1978. It was manufactured from
1978 to 2017 in Australia and from 1979 to 1990 in New Zealand, with production in Australia ending on 20
October 2017. From 2018 the Holden Commodore is fully imported from Germany.
Holden Commodore - Wikipedia
The Holden Commodore (VE) is an executive car that was produced by the Australian manufacturer Holden
from 2006 to 2013. It was the first iteration of the fourth generation of this Australian-made model.Its range
included the luxury variants, Holden Berlina (VE) and Holden Calais (VE); utility models were included as the
Holden Ute (VE). As opposed to the VZ and all models previous which used ...
Holden Commodore (VE) - Wikipedia
Hi all, I have just purchased a used 2013 MY14 SV6. I am going to get a towbar put on it, but am undecided if
I should get it done by the dealer or by a aftermarket local.
Do towbars require Canbus Module? | Just Commodores
hi all, can anyone tell me the wheel alignment specs for a hx tunna? thnx in advance
HX WHEEL ALIGNMENT SPECS | OldHolden.com
does any one know anything about PROCOMP MOTORSPORT? how are they and are they any good?
cheers Trent
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